
Terms and Conditions – EXTRA packs  

EXTRA WEEK  

EXTRA ΟΜΙΛΙΑ  

EXTRA INTERNET  

 EXTRA WEEK MAX package can be activated up to 4 times per month. The second package 

can only be activated if the first one has been consumed.  

 EXTRA WEEK MAX bundle can only be activated if there is no outstanding dept from other 

EXTRA WEEK MAX, EXTRA WEEK, GIGA DAY MAX or GIGA DAY package or Credit Extension 

service.  

 EXTRA WEEK MAX package is activated even if there is not enough balance. The amount of 

€4 will be charged after the new top up.  

 EXTRA WEEK package can be activated up to 2 times per month. The second package can 

only be activated if the first one has been consumed.  

 EXTRA WEEK bundle can only be activated if there is no outstanding dept from other 

EXTRA WEEK or GIGA DAY package or Credit Extension service.  

 EXTRA WEEK package is activated even if there is not enough balance. The amount of €3 

will be charged after the new top up.  

 Each EXTRA ΟΜΙΛΙΑ & EXTRA INTERNET bundles can be activated up to 2 times within the 

interval of 7 days from the activation date of the voice bundle from 5.04€ and more  

 Subscribers can be informed about the available airtime balance of the package by making 

a free of charge call at 1314 or by sending a free SMS with content "Y" to 1330  

 The free minutes/ SMS/ MBs of EXTRA WEEK MAX & EXTRA WEEK bundles that are not 

consumed within the respective period of 7 days are not transferred unless the sub activates 

a new EXTRA WEEK MAX or EXTRA WEEK bundle. In that case the deactivation date of all 

packages is set according to the last activated package and the available free usage can be 

consumed accordingly. 

 The free minutes/ MBs of EXTRA OMILIA/ EXTRA INTERNET bundles that are not consumed 

within the respective period of 30 days are not transferred unless the sub activates a new 

EXTRA OMILIA/ EXTRA INTERNET bundle. In that case the deactivation date of all packages is 

set according to the last activated package and the available free usage can be consumed 

accordingly. 

 Airtime included in the free integrated use of the EXTRA WEEK MAX, EXTRA WEEK & EXTRA 

ΟΜΙΛΙΑ packages only applies to calls within Greece to all national networks, excluding calls 

to non-geographic numbers (other than mobile numbers).  

 The embedded use of EXTRA WEEK MAX, EXTRA WEEK & EXTRA ΟΜΙΛΙΑ bundles can be 

consumed for calls of the service “Beloved Ones”  



 The minimum call duration of EXTRA WEEK MAX, EXTRA WEEK & EXTRA ΟΜΙΛΙΑ bundles is 

3 minutes and then charge is made per second. When a call lasts less than three minutes, 

the time deducted from the total airtime of the packages is 3 minutes  

 For subscribers that have activated the COSMOTE My Internet service, once the data 

volume (MB) of the pack is consumed earlier than the initial expiration date or once the pack 

expires, Internet access will be terminated and the subscriber will be directed to COSMOTE 

My Internet service web page (http://myinternet.cosmote.gr) in order to choose one of the 

available Internet packs. Subscribers that have not activated COSMOTE My Internet service, 

once the data volume (MB) of the pack is consumed or expired, is applied a charge of 

0.2€/MB with 2€ maximum daily charge. After the maximum charge of 2€ COSMOTE applies 

a proper use policy of 1,5Mbps browsing on the Internet for 24 hours since the beginning of 

the Internet access.  

 The data volume charge for browsing the internet of the “EXTRA 250 MB Internet” bundle 

is made per KByte, with a minimum charge of 1 KByte per connection (1 MByte = 1.024 

KBytes)  

 The free MBs of EXTRA INTERNET for Internet browsing that are not consumed within the 

respective period of 30 days and are not transferred to the following month unless the sub 

activates a new Data Bundle validity one month. In that case the deactivation date of all 

packages is set according to the last activated package and the available free usage can be 

consumed accordingly  

 Consumption of the offered talk time to all/ SMS/ MBs is also available when roaming 

within the European Union.  

 EXTRA ΟΜΙΛΙΑ & EXTRA INTERNET packages are not available to subscribers of the renewal 

offer (450’ to all & 200MB Internet for 1 month for the first two updates per month from 

10€ and up) with automatic charge of 6€ immediately after the top up.  

 VAT 24% included 


